
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

www.ICPublishing.ca 
1045118 Ontario Inc. – HST 136660628 

 

SAMPLE PUBLISHING BUDGET 2023 
If in line with our mandate, each project is reviewed and quoted on separately.   

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
- Customized Partner Publishing Package incl. up to ten hours of customized services incl.    $      1,095.00                                                         

project management and consulting by phone and email, ISBN number(s), copyright page  
content/insert, book page added to our online bookstore, blog interview at ICPublishing.ca,  

Amazon.ca Professional listing (managed by I C Publishing), etc.  
o May also incl. creative support, quote permissions, citations/ref. page management, etc. 
o Most emails are est. at ten minutes each. Admin hours are prorated at an avg. .6 hours.                                                                      
o Additional time/services can be added on a pro-rated hourly basis during or at end of project.   

  
 

- Cover Design, front and back (bar code, illustrations, or stock photos may be extra)  $         650.00 + 
(price can vary depending on complexity and number of changes) 

 

Text Design, inside of book (price can vary depending on complexity and number of changes)  $         500.00 + 
 
 

- Full Editing/Proofreading (including initial manuscript in Word, and review of typeset    ++ 
Manuscript: usually starts at 7 cents per word (x the original number of words submitted in 
the initial manuscript, or the final number of words in the manuscript, whichever is greater).                                                
Once manuscript is evaluated, the level of review and “per word” fee can be confirmed.        

 
 

- Typesetting (Estimate *$10.50 + per book page: To get a ballpark re number of pages, take the      ++                                            
total est. word count of your manuscript and divide it by avg. 250 words per page, i.e., 25,000  
words divided by 250 words per page equal a 100-page book, give or take)   
*Higher for more complex layouts and/or number of changes to final file once in typesetting stage 
 

NOTE: Once this process is complete you have professional printer’s proofs to print** from,        
along with a proper e-book in PDF.       
 
 

- **Printing is quoted on separately (variables that affect price, besides total page count                                                       
and size/dimensions, are inside colour, number of images, and quantity)    

 
 

 

HST is extra. Deposits are required on all projects.                                                                                                                                                      
Bi-Weekly (or Monthly) payments may be arranged for the estimated duration of the work.  

Additional fee of $75 plus HST per month applicable to projects lasting beyond 6 months, i.e., this fee would begin in the 7th month 
and continue for the duration of the project.  

Above is subject to change. 
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